ၲຏ܃ऱཕᐝΔਐقԫ֊
ฒسऱಮ੍Δᨃהᠦે
ᑗΖ
ψݎᆠᣄᒡྤෑ
ᎾωΚݎࡃڼլױ৸ᤜऱ
ᆠਢᎅլݙΔྤෑᎾՈ
ބլࠩᢰᎾΖ
ψڕრᣪఇ᧢֏
壀ωΚ༉ړቝڕრᣪఇհ
ᙟ֨የᣋΔ᧢֏ྤᒡΔլ
ਢ܃უቝխࢬ౨वሐऱΖ

uncanny entities.
With liberation and the unfolding of wisdom, one teaches those lost and confused.
It contains the syllable pan, which brings liberation; one is no longer bound up. One is totally
free from all obstructions. This enables one’s wisdom to unfold and become penetrating.
Then one can teach all living beings, who are confused and gone astray, so that they can
leave suffering and attain bliss.
These wonderful meanings are boundless and hard to completely express. The
inconceivable meanings contained in this line of mantra could never be completely expressed.
They have no boundaries; one can never find their limits.
The precious as-you-will pearl brings about spiritual transformations. What is this
line likened to? It’s like an as-you-will pearl that can fulfill all of one’s wishes and has infinite
transformations. It cannot be known with cognitive thought.
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ܪாćڶڶԫଡܑऱࡃࢨऄ౨ඒԳլದ
ᒑ֨Λ
ˮ˟ćڶΜৰ୲࣐ऱΔ༉࢚ݴಫࡃቪΜᎅψ
ݴરΜݴરΜݴڍڍરΜଢ଼ധျΜωݴڍર
ԫរΔ༉መװԱΜຍ༉ਢଡࡃΔ܃ଚᎅਢ
ႯΛشຍଡ༉ৰݎऱΔݴ࣠ڕլԱΔ܃༉ᎅ
Please, I’d like you to have more patience.” )ᦟݺ
܃౨ڍڶԫរર֨Ζ*
ࡃ࢚܃Δ࢚չᏖࡃΛᤝڕ࿇ကΔ
܃ᇿထ،࿇ကΔຍ༉ਢࡃ࢚ԱΤլᇿ㷂
،࿇ကΔຍ༉࢚ࡃڶԱΖࡃ༉ਢ㷃ߢΔ㷃
ߢ༉ਢࢬᎅऱᇩৰጹऱΔࢬ܃אૉუ࿇က
Δ༉ᎅΥψԫΜ܃ᚨᇠڶԫរݴΤ
ԫΜ܃ᚨᇠڶԫរݴΔլထ৺Μωຍ༉
ԱቪΜ࢚ຍଡࡃΔֺ࢚߷ଡլࣔػऱࡃޓ
ړΖլࣔػऱࡃΔ܃լवሐ،չ䈥რ৸Δত
ྤΕতྤΕতྤΕতྤΞՈլवሐਢতྤչ
䈥Λ۞܃աᚩრ৸ΔຍլਢړޓႯΛ
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Disciple: Is there a specific mantra or dharma that can keep us
from being angry?
Ven. Master: Sure! It’s easy! Just recite the Patience Mantra! Recite:
“Patience! Patience! Gotta have patience! Don’t get angry! So Po
He.” This is a mantra, don’t you agree? It is a wonderful mantra.
Whenever you feel like you cannot stand it any longer, just recite
“Please, I’d like you to have more patience.”
What mantra should you recite? For instance, if you were about
to get angry and you followed your bad temper, that means you
did not recite. If you did not follow your anger and stayed calm,
that means you recited the mantra. Mantras are true words, and
true words means that what you say is very important. So when
you want to indulge your bad temper, recite, “Wait! You have to
be patient! Wait! You have to be patient! Calm down!” There is
not any mantra better than this one. Reciting this mantra is better
than reciting those that you don’t even understand. Sometimes
you don’t know what the mantra is about and just recite, “Namo,
namo, namo, namo…,” but you don’t understand what Namo is
about. So don’t you agree that it is better to recite a mantra that
you understand?

